
 

SONG LYRICS:                                                                                                                                                             

Song Title: Social Media.                                                                                                                                   

Performed by artist: EK Falgu                                                                                                                                                                                             

INTRODUCTION:                                                                                                                                                     

Yeah; it’s me EK Falgu. And it’s YBM; YEAH, the song is all about social media: Facebook, Instagram, 

Whatsapp, People stop fighting there, you want us to be finish , come on men’s, don’t get it twisted, 

Actually is very sad to hear such conflict like that between us in our Community  on Social Media.                                                                                                                                                                               

CHORUS:                                                                                                                                                                                          

Don’t muddle your friends in the midst of others, my brothers, Men’s.                                                                                                  

Don’t provocation your friends on the internet my sisters, mothers.                                                                                 

Don’t provocation them whether on Facebook, or on Whatsapp, nor on Instagram.                                                                                                                       

Don’t provocation them whether on Facebook, nor on Whatsapp, nor on Instagram. 

1st VERSE:                                                                                                                                                             

Actually, what I listed out here is true, so hard to speak about                                                                                     

The stuff that keeps us from moving forward is people such as a person, the one who doesn’t 

want to see others serve in Community with good spirit, and will.                                                                   

The one who wants to stop activities, and the relationship between people on social media, or 

he/she doesn’t want to see people achieve their goals.                                                                 

Social Media is a good place, & a good thing, and it has a big benefit for Communities.                                      

It brings us together, so we can share messages, & happiness, to build our community strong. 

Just like you can hear me, and I can hear you too, as you can see me, I can see you too, It so 

good on Social media, it brings us, bring us together, and it helps us work to let others know us, 

& recognize us. But if you used it as your own way to muddled the others online, or you use it 

to stop the relationship between people from each other. Etc; community activities, Please stop 

this. Simple, if you have a problem with someone, don’t force others to know that you are right, 

by posting it on social media, Avoid post it on social media, because your personal problem 

with someone needs your personal solutions and not social attention, so just wait there a 

chance will come one day to you, maybe today, or tomorrow and you will prove, and explain 

your situation, and treat society with the fait, and help us in the system. Instead of:  muddled 

your friends in the midst of others, or provocation them on the internet social media. 

CHORUS:                                                                                                                                                                             

Don’t muddle your friends in the midst of others, my brothers, Men’s.                                      

Don’t provocation your friends on the internet my sisters, mothers. Don’t provocation them 

whether on Facebook, nor on Whatsapp, nor on Instagram.                                                                                          

Don’t muddle them whether on Facebook, nor on Whatsapp, nor on Instagram. 

2ndVerses intro: 



 

Ooh, the song about social media, every single problem on Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, it’s 

making to connect people, ‘Yeah’.  Is not about the hart feel, you heard me? 

CHORUS:                                                                                                                                                                            

Don’t muddle your friends in the midst of others, my brothers, Men’s.                                                    

Don’t provocation your friends on the internet my sisters, mothers.                                                                                 

Don’t provocation them whether on Facebook, nor on Whatsapp, nor on Instagram.                                                                                                                                                     

Don’t muddle them whether on Facebook, nor on Whatsapp, nor on Instagram. 

2nd Verses:                                                                                                                                                              

New style, new look, new clothes, new shoes, new comments, new posts, new attitudes, 

people got twitted, every single problem Facebook; hi I’m talking about my people ‘Junubeen’, 

how that looks? These things for making the people just stay connected, you got the problem 

never posted public just directed, drop it in the message keep it private they will be respected, 

instead of making videos use another tactic. 

I was on my page last night & came to cross with another lady ‘ Jounubia’ mya100%, she was 

talking like a crazy; I am like “ damaged habuba”, what the: you think you’re doing, your days 

are old no single life for you rolling  

Girls got large on-screen chat like boom, doing nigaz like timeline home pul up (pull up) like one 

time; I am here only like frontline.   

CHORUS:                                                                                                                                                                    

Don’t muddle your friends in the midst of others, my brothers, Men’s.                                                                              

Don’t provocation your friends on the internet my sisters, mothers.                                                              

Don’t provocation them whether on Facebook, nor on Whatsapp, nor on Instagram.                                                                                                                           

Whether on Facebook, nor on Whatsapp, nor on Instagram. 

 

Available on android App: “EK Falgu app”.                                                                                                           

Artist website: www.wau-balanda-rapper.com 
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